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Food Bank Nigeria is a non-profit, non-denominational organisation, that secures and
distributes food donations to food programs and agencies which feed the hungry.
It serves as an aid-clearing house, which coordinate and maximize the distribution of donations
through identified channels and food programs.
This charity exhibition project at such a time as this is a very commendable one that shows the
selfless heart of the organisers which will leave an indelible mark in the hearts of the
beneficiaries as this will assuredly give them hope for living. For us, this collaboration is a way
to contribute towards making Nigeria great again.
Thank you.
Yemisi Alfred Adenlewo
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This novel effort is commendable. It is refreshing and capable of exciting
The noble-minded engagement of drawing attention to the plight of the
under-privileged and suffering has been the preoccupation of great minds
the world over, and a further willingness to create charitable events in order
to alleviate such afflictions, is a testament to the creative possibilities
inherent in the power of positive thinking.
In any case, every single great invention and legacy that is known to have
benefited humanity started from a single thought. A thought that was
nourished in silence and allowed to grow before eventually taking on a
form that elevates the consciousness of the time.
On World Food Day, (relatively uncelebrated in these climes) attention is
drawn to the plight of millions of citizens around the world regarding the
food crisis. It is a day of great reflection which can induce positive attitudes
and support can be garnered for the suffering.
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subsequently incredible images, were conceived by the restless,
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Mines) and Ashiru Olawole (Priceless Arts). Pictures, which to the deeply
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inquisitive mind, evoke feelings of appreciation and sympathy to all those

positive action in all the viewers and participants who can immediately
choose to be a part of this great movement. It provides a platform and a
rare opportunity to affect lives directly - to contribute significantly towards
the upliftment of a people in dire need.
I have known the exhibiting artist for a number of years and have always
admired his tenacity, perseverance, doggedness, willingness to explore
and grow, coupled with a formidable resilience in the face of adversity. It is
this same outlook that sees him pioneering such a worthy cause from
thousands of miles away - in God•Ps Own Country, while not at the same
time forgetting those he left behind, and where he is coming from I salute this selfless worthy effort and notable contribution handed over to
humanity, aye, to posterity, and hope it will challenge other noble-minded
individuals to embark upon same and other such worthy causes.

It is in the light of the aforementioned that this exhibition, and,
imaginative, erudite, and forward-thinking Olawale Oluwadahunsi (Poetic

National Theatre Annex, Iganmu, Lagos.

meal to eat all day!

I wish you a happy viewing.
Charles Ayo Dada
Writer, Publisher, Curator, and Artist

who are, one way or the other, involved with the supply of life•Ps most
essential commodity. Images which expose the despair and hopelessness
faced my millions all around the world and the efforts undertaken by
selfless crusaders to ensure equitable food distribution; as well, that many
do not do hungry. Images which explain how the privileged sometimes
forget that there are many at their doorsteps who have not had a single
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Review: An Introduction And The Exhibition
NCAC Lagos Zonal Directorate
Since its inception in 1975, the National Council for Arts and
Culture, a Parastatal of the Federal Ministry of Information
and Culture has been frontal in matters pertaining to the
preservation, presentation and promotion of Nigeria's
living Culture. This tall mandate could not be fully
discharged in isolation hence the proactive approach at
collaborating and partnering with Organisations with
similar concerns, focus and thrust.
In the present context, the Council is using her
organisational platform to highlight the interrelationship
between arts, culture, cuisines and photography, by
partnering with Priceless Art in commemorating the 2016
World Food Day.
We regard it a worthy venture to exhibit a group of young
artistes who employ the media of photography to articulate
certain salient issues on Nigeria assorted foods, their
nutritional values, pricing excessive tendencies with respect
to hoarding, waste and preservation considerations. These
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are cultural imperatives which need a collective approach
through advocacy in a world being gradually decimated by
climatic challenges, famine and hunger.
I believe this charity based photographic exhibition will in
no small measure re awake our love for artistic expressions
in line with the focus of the 2016 World Food Day and
deepen appreciation for our rich culinary heritage.
Omoniyi Dotun Victor
Ag Director
NCAC Lagos Zonal Directorate
October, 2016

Fingerprints Nigeria is an online Creative Journalism
platform that constantly wields its pen to focus on social
issues as it affects the life of every Nigeria and the world at
large. A brain child of Poetic Mines Incorporated, with its
sister project, World Calendar Dates, have synergistically
worked together to create awareness about internationally
recognized days such as World Blood Donor Day,
Internationally Missing Children's day and so on.
We address the shortcomings and encourage a positive
revolutionary mindset using these significant days as global
pointers and reference point. We believe that the work of
total human development which includes good health,
education, and poverty reduction and so on shouldn't be
left for internationally recognized organizations like the
United Nations and World Health Organizations alone.
Everyone is to work for the common good of his or her
fellow men. This among other socially responsible tenets is
the goal of Fingerprints Nigeria and World Calendar Dates.
With the tools of photography, arts, motion pictures and
poetry, we hope to inform, educate and advance the lives of
people.
In light of this, Poetic Mines Inc., (Fingerprints Nigeriafingerprintsng.wordpress.com and World Calendar Dates)
in conjunction with other companies, Priceless Arts Inc. and

Ara Studio and of course National Gallery for Arts, and
Foodbank Nigeria, we present our maiden Poetry and
Photography exhibition.
We have taken it upon ourselves to improve our society
with this exhibition without funding from any organization
or corporate body as 100% of the funds realized from this
exhibition will be used to take care of the underprivileged in
the society via existing NGOs specialized in the issues of our
focus per time.
Food has different meanings to a poet like you and to
different people. It can mean “glucose” to the “mental
health day”, “right equality attention and care” to the
“International day for the girl child”, “Good and prompt
salaries” for the “World Teachers Day” and so many things
to the World Food Day… like all that are associated with
foods - nutritional value, prices, presence, scarcity,
deprivation, excessive tendencies, hoarding, waste and
how they all affect the essence of life positively or negatively.
We have chosen this topic because 'Food' represents 'Life'
and it can be represented in so many ways. It can be 'desire',
'drive', 'intention', 'fuel', 'glucose' as well as the physical food
itself. And of course, it has so much significance to our daily
life in all ramifications.
Olawale Oluwadahunsi,
Creative Content Director, Poetic Mines Incorporated.
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To Sustain, Nourish and Replenish
It's World Food Day; and here we are, joining the rest of the
world in commemorating and celebrating an indispensable
phenomenon that is very crucial to life and existence: food.
In various shades, colours, terms, tastes and functions, food
gives life to humans. A life deprived of food is a fragile or
dead life. This is why a few of us have come together using
two powerful media of artistic expression photography
and poems to capture and re-interpret the essence of food
and all it stands for in human life and existence.
The positive side of food ensures that we are replenished
and re-energized. Although work is the antidote to poverty,
but food is the number one remedy to hunger. It also has
the power to neutralize the wrenching effect of poverty;
hence the Yoruba maxim: “Bi ebi ba ti kuro ninu ise, ise buse”
(elimination of hunger depresses poverty). No one is
wealthier than a man/woman with regular food on his/her
table. Food nourishes our system and reinforces our health;
and as the saying goes, health is wealth.
The multidimensional nutritional values of food recreates
life in us while also sustaining our individual and collective
existence from one moment to another, from one year to
another, from one generation to another. Eating right is
06
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determined by individual lifestyle, taste and the type of food
available to him. This is where the popular saying, 'one
man's meat is another man's poison” suffices. In the home of
the affluent, an admixture of a variety of foods does the
magic, but in the home of the poor, the limited nature of
food still does its own magic. But whether in the home of the
affluent or that of the poor, a waste of food is an abuse of
privileges that should be guided against.
These and more are captured in the exhibits photos and
poems - displayed at this epoch-making commemorative
exhibition. It is a charity exhibition in which all exhibiting
artists, facilitators, and partners are greatly delighted. It is,
therefore, our hope that future exhibitions will enjoy
generous support and patronage so that we can be able to
sustain the commemoration on a yearly basis..
Please enjoy the show.
Mufu Onifade
Exhibition Consultant,
October 12, 2016.

Not Enough
The recent interview by Amina Shehu, a victim of
insurgency in the North Eastern part of Nigeria, on a BBC
Media Action-sponsored programme paints a vivid picture
of how critical the food issue is in Nigeria, even as the world
annually celebrates the World Food Day. According to
Amina, her husband has vowed not to let her children be
immunized by the health authorities, because they cannot
take vaccines on empty stomachs.
For the Shehus, food is by far more important than to be
immunized against diseases. But this reasoning has its own
merits if critically weighed; and brings to the fore the need
to totally eradicate hunger which the Food and Agricultural
Organization has been working towards since the idea to
commemorate the World Food Day started some years
ago.
With the population of the world increasing every day and
environmental and political pressures putting a strain on
arable farmlands, there is no doubt that food sufficiency
should get all the attention it deserves; not just in the

developing world but also in the developed countries.
While the Western nations have, by virtue of genetically
modified foods and other welfare programmes, conquered
the cruel pangs of hunger, much of their expertise should be
deployed to the less-developed parts of the world to help in
combating this menace.
Standing aside to watch children and adults sleep and wake
up hungry in any part of the world will certainly not help the
developed world, because a sizeable portion of migration
issues stem from this.
As the world draws the attention of everyone to the impact
of hunger let us all remember that the only acceptable
premise to fight the scourge of hunger is for all to maintain
that it is not enough. It is not enough and governments,
non-governmental bodies, research institutes should work
towards making food enough for all.
Ngozi Emedolibe
Arts Editor, National Mirror Newspapers, Lagos, Nigeria.
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SHRINE OF PLENTY
Deep in the shrine of plenty
Hunger is a matter so petty
The gods stand at the ready
Feed us to be fit and trendy
Our spirit knows no famine
A due advantage of farming

Mufu Onifade

Deep in the shrine of plenty
Even on the land so lengthy
We are nourished to the full
For among us exists no fool
Life brings one-time passage
Let's delight before we age

Apart from being an academically trained visual artist, Mufu
Onifade, born October 5, 1966, is also a playwright, novelist, poet,
and culture administrator. His swerve into photography is a recent
development derived from a long sustained aspiration. He holds
ND, General Arts (The Polytechnic, Ibadan), B.A. Fine Arts (Painting)
and M.A Art History (Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife.

Deep in the shrine of plenty
We flaunt our wealth so hefty
So, we eat and drink to stupor
To ignore the needy in vapour
Yes, we feast with wild abandon
See what our gluttony has done

Onifade is a member of the Society of Nigerian Artists (SNA),
National Society of Painters, Sculptors and Printmakers, UK (NS);
Association of Nigerian Authors (ANA); Secretary, Universal Studios
of Art (USA), and former Chairman, National Association of Nigerian
Theatre Arts Practitioners (Lagos State Chapter).
mufuonifade@gmail.com
+234 803 718 5500

Mufu Onifade, 2016
Shrine of Plenty, Photography, 2016
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BEFORE WAGES COME (For Nigerian Workers)
The fruit of labour brings honour in wages
A tradition so long, so maintained in ages
Ceaseless work inflicts the land with dryness
These snacks fill up the tummy's emptiness
The soul is shrouded in the cloud of comma
Weaving the lasting cheers before wages come
Actions persist, the food disappears from table
Times uncounted, the provision is just disabled
Economy in shamble and he labours just in vain
Shattered pockets that stirs up blood in the vein
The chain of life so feeble tears could fill up a cup
Only hopes resuscitate men before wages come
Struggle and scuffle, survival soars above success
All is gone, and life in bustle needs a new fortress
A little bunch; and respite fills the bowel inflated
Labour hangs, alert elusive and man's ego deflated

The rare return to vomit in spheres already combed
But the spirit mustn't be down before wages come
Heavy loads, creaked neck and cracked physicality
The employer swallows the labourer and his rascality
The strike rages and bowels pummelled by hunger
Agitation pre-empts despair which brews bitter anger
Morsels of survival supply the last resort to life camp
Lo! Body and soul reverberate before wages come
Torn singlet, tattered jeans and slapping slippers
Loose dross, shoulder-torn top and laughing snickers
Hot blood, dry bones, and flaking skin: all in flat bowel
Salty sweats, tears, running nose: all soaking the towel
Shovel, jigsaw, hammer, nails all unsettle the calm
Behold, a lorry load of suffering before wages come
Mufu Onifade, 2016

Before Wages Come, Photography, 2016
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WE ALL HAVE FRIENDS
we all need friends
Friends are hard to find though
We can't do without having one
Who really is your friend

Deji Ajose

Show me your friend and I will tell
you who you are

Deji Ajose is a teacher, painter and photographer,
graduated from Ahmadu Bello University Zaria with
a Bachelor's degree in Fine Art, majoring in
Painting. His presentations reflect an inimitable
strength with versatile style and approach to his
Art; and with a desire for divergent and fresh tint.
In 1987, he participated in a salon exhibiting mainly
craft and furniture, since then he has always sort for
ways to engage innovative directions in his
Paintings and Photography. He has since had
several exhibitions of Photography and Painting.

Food is my friend
Food is my body's friend
Food is the energy I need to keep
me going
Food is the life wire of my existence
I can't do without food 'cos I am
tied to its apron string.
Olakunle Giwa, 2016

Friendship, Photography, 2016
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MY BELLE, MY HEAD

Rufus Ashiru
Rufus is a creative visual artist. A graduate of Fine Arts Obafemi
Awolowo University Ile-ife. My passion for innovative artistic synthesis
has driven me to explore both conventional and digital based media.
Chronologically speaking, I have journeyed through painting with soil
(earth), animal skin on one hand and sketching via the lense of my
camera on the other extreme.
It is both experimental and instant documentary medium that unveil
the intuitive nuances of his creation both living and material.
Moving around has also made him realize the dare need to give back
to the younger ,but, at-risk citizens of his country Nigeria.

Hunger dey my belle
And glucose dey show red light
My brain dey off and on
Like say na NEPA hold the switch
My medulla dey London
My oblongata dey speak fone
But my heart no get niche
My son Mathew wey suppose dey
preach
Dey blow hurricane for Haiti
I don vex! I dey find my son!
Mathew!! Mathew!!
My head don correct, come back!
My belle don full, come back!

Olawale Oluwadahunsi, 2016

“Aja to yo”...(Conflicting Interest), Photography, 2016
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IJEWURU
I soiled my hands
In the soils of our yards,
Ploughed and ploughed,
Heap after heap,
For weeks, I soiled.
Now is time for harvest…
Time when petals open and heed the call
Of the inviting sun.
It's time to eat!
But don't join me…
It's my soil and harvest,
I bewildered the heat!
Back off but you can enjoy the aroma.
Let me eat alone!
You won't join me in my journey to my
ancestors anyways,
Let me thrive alone,
You can eat sand, I care not,
Let me eat alone!
Fast Fingers
Photography
2016

Ijewuru is a Yoruba word for someone who eats too much food
Olawale Oluwadahunsi, 2016
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RED IN THE RUBBLES
Fluttering, pestering and festering
The belly rumbles, and still glittering
Life's waterloo lay ambush to snigger

Julius Ebere
Deji started his creative career as a graphics artist
and later caught his vision and passion for
photography. Haven’t being in romance with
photography for so many years, he professionally
started his photography career in 2008.

Here's a little glow from hope, a flicker
When hunger pursues and mesmerizes
Devil! It defies the odd that terrorizes
Mufu Onifade, 2016

His style and approach is simple, bold, classic, and
original. He always being fascinated through his
ability to freeze a moment in time with his images.
Wedding and documentary particularly pumps
more adrenaline to his nerves even as burials takes
him to the corridors of sober reflections while he
also derive his joy and hope through
photographing baby naming ceremonies.
Red in the Rubbles, Photography, 2016
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THE FUEL OF LIFE
Flows through the grating funnel
Flushes down an engine tunnel
Takes a rest there, right there

James Iroha

Agents on work pick on theirs
Little by little in quality pieces

James Iroha Uchechukwu is a Nigerian
photographer. He was born in 1972 in Enugu. For of
his photographic approach, his support to young
photographers and the passing of his knowledge, he
is regarded at the beginning of the 21st century as
someone that has broadened the horizon of
Nigerian photography.

And place it in particular places
Where it metamorphoses in liquid atoms
Help build the body in working phantoms
Even charfs are readied on the go as wastes
Descending through the funnel in pale
colored pastes
There goes the life span of this fuel of life
Till another call is made for its type
Titi Okoroafor, 2016

Anatomy of barbeque , Photography, 2016
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Sweaters and Baskets
Weave us with gentle threads,
And needles of serendipity
And let us be made into sweaters.
Wear us with pride and dignity,
As our promise of warmth
outweighs the plot of thoughts
about us as mamacitas.

Durodola Yusuf
Yusuf graduated from the Dept. of Fine and Applied
Arts, Federal College of Education (Technical) Akoka
in 2006 as a painter and graphics artist, and later
proceeded to the Department of Creative Arts,
University of Lagos.
His creative skill on photography is as a result of
passion and love for his immediate environment.
He is an experimental and performance artist. He is a
Guinness World Record Achiever (Largest Painting by
Number) for Ecole de dessin, Lagos, Nigeria. He is a
former PRO and presently an ex-officio of Society of
Nigerian Artists, Lagos Chapter.

Weave us with lasting raffias
With fingers of strength and vigour.
Let us made into baskets
Carrying the harvests
Of your soils and sweats
Carry us on your head
And show us to the world
For no light shines brighter
When we illuminate your paths,
With our magic and Sulphur.
Olawale Oluwadahunsi, 2016

phepheplanet@yahoo.com
+234 809 165 8115
Waiting, Photography (Old Oshodi, Lagos) 2010
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AJE... INCOME
Food commerce commence
Belly comment
Gently biting tommy rent
Without your tommy rent
I can not pay my rent

Oji Thomas
Oji Thomas is an Antiguan, Nigerian multitalented creative artiste. He has over
fifteen years of experience in the creative and media industry operating in the
Antigua and Nigeria. He has worked as creative consultant to various multinational
corporations and government agencies creating unique artistic interpretations for
their brands. These iconic works still speak volumes till date. He has been involved
in creation of award winning commercials, documentaries and Television programs
of the highest international standards of quality. He runs a multimedia consulting
firm called Red level with offices in London and Lagos. His motto is excellence in all
things creative. Oji is a strong team player and leader.

Rufus Ashiru, 2016

Commerce, Photography, 2016
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NO FOOD NO LIFE
None is spared in the whirlwind of the
sustainer
Vehicles alike thrive on the existence of fuel
The old, can they really

abstain from it?

The young shall grow by it anyway

Paul Osinachi
Paul is a Lagos based documentary and
a r t i s t i c p h o t o g r a p h e r, w i t h a
strong desire to leave a mark in the world of
photogr aphy for him, thinking
outside the box is a way of life.
This has earned him a place in the
renown of Nikon #iamafrica photography
competition 2016 as one of the finalist. A
protégé of Rufus Ashiru an experimental
artist.
He has participated in several exhibition
and private salon.

Beauty Queens in spite of their beauty will
become ugly should they shun it
Animals mild and wild know nothing
But the dexterity to kill and devour
Even the minutiae ant eat plant
In the hidden haven of the rocks
Predator and prey both survive on morsel.
:
Olakunle Giwa, 2016

Flat Breadth, Photography, 2016
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PERFORMANCE ARTIST

Tosin Ajayi

Durodola Yusuf
VISUAL CONTRIBUTORS

Tosin Aladesokun Ajayi is a Lagos
based freelance photojournalist. She
has her Bsc mass com from UNILAG
after which she proceeded to FRCN
where she obtain a basic &
intermediate certificate in Radio
production. After which she
proceeded to NIJ for photojournalism.
She has her works published in
newspapers from breaking news to
culture and tourism.

Thomas Oji
Rufus Ashiru
Tosin Ajayi
Deji Ajose
Mufu Onifade
James Iroha
Durodola Yusuf
Julius Ebere
Paul Osinachi
LITERARY CONTRIBUTORS
FOOD BANK NIGERIA
Charles Ayo Dada
Omoniyi Dotun Victor
Olawale Oluwadaunsi
Mufu Onifade

Supplement, Photography, 2016
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Ngozi Emedolibe
Olakunle Giwa
Titi Okoroafor
Olaniyi Owoeye
OTHER
LITERARY CONTRIBUTORS
Oluyemisi Adeniran
Olusola Owonikoko
Michael Afolabi
Andrew Patience
MODELS
Mustapha Oluwaseun
Okiemute Chioma Rosemary
Kamoru Idowu Morufu
Akindele Fathi Awesu
Mudashiru Olayemi Idris
Adeoye Ridwan Abiola
Opeyemi Taofik
Hawal Ojurongbe

DEJI AJOSE

JULIUS EBERE

RUFUS ASHIRU

DURODOLA YUSUF
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